Inventory Management and Ordering
- Electronic orders to suppliers take into account stock available, allocated, and on-order—based on user-defined min/max levels; also items can be manually added to an order at any time
- Automated supplier cost updates
- Inventory is received electronically by detailed acknowledgement, or by exception
- Tracking of segregated inventories and related orders
- Inventory valuation reports based on Average Cost

Robotic and Manual Fill
- Prescription label printing only after the correct product code has been scanned
- Drug image displays
- Partial fill, out-of-stock, and special-order prescription tracking
- Order collation by patient, drug, etc.
- Auxiliary warnings in Arabic, Chinese, French, Italian, Korean, Maori, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Thai, and Vietnamese.
- Line drawing and drug description on prescription label

Verification and Batching
- Patient order collation and batching order to pharmacy-defined storage areas
- Images of the hardcopy prescription and drug
- Printing of the batch label
- Alerts pharmacist to an inadvertent patient mix-up in an order

Pick-up
- Tells clerk exactly where the bag or prescription is located and how many bags exist for the patient
- Notifies clerk of prescriptions on hold for Refill Too Soon, Prior Auth, Out of Stock, and Partial Fill
- Entire order dispensed with one barcode scan
- Electronic signature for in-house, drive-thru, and delivery
- Will Call bin management

Notice Board
- Automatic display of prescriptions when ready
- HIPAA-compliant display

Additional Features
- Compound recipe tracking and filling support
- Long-term care tracking and processing